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Lifts even your spirit
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Story of Liongrip
Liongrip originates from our customers’ need to handle core shafts. It was conceived in 2007 
to facilitate heavy lifting combined with smooth handling. 

Liongrip is ergonomics
With essentially no effort, your employees are now able to move loads of up to 200 kg anywhere in a radius of 
up to 4 meters and a height of up to 2 meters. Liongrip’s agility makes every working position a comfortable 
one. Injuries are avoided and sick leave is reduced.

Liongrip is profitable
The simple design, the durability, the ease of installation, the superior handling, the versatility; Liongrip is 
cost-effective in all aspects. 
Every plant equipped with pneumatics (6 bar) and electricity (220 volts) can install a Liongrip without other 
investments.

Liongrip is fun
You may have to try Liongrip to believe it, but moving 200 kilograms at the tip of your finger never ceases to 
amaze. It even lifts your spirit.
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Custom made to the max
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Adapted to 
the operator

Shaft 
handling

Reel handling 
with tilting
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Safe handling 
in machines

Vacuum
Magnets 
Grippers

Forks

Reach 
difficult 
areas
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS (STANDARD)

Max weight: Up to 200 kgs
(Depending on lifting height
and arm length)

Working area: 400 degrees, up to radius 4 
meters

Lifting height: Up to 2 meters
(Depending on weight and
arm length)

SPECIAL ADAPTATIONS

If above specifications don’t suffice, please contact us.
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Richard Holmström
CEO 

Hofpartner AB

About Hofpartner AB

Hofpartner develops, manufactures and
markets lifting aids, reel shafts and chucks. 
Our trademarks are AMAL-SHAFT®, Schlumpf 
and LionGrip®. Our customers can be found
in nearly all manufacturing industries.

Hofpartner has dealers in several countries.

www.hofpartner.se

Hofpartner is located by Vänern’s west bank 
in Åmål. All design is done here, and most of 
the manufacturing is done in our workshop 
with both manually and numerically controlled 
machinery.

http://www.hofpartner.se/
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